Stantec Consulting Ltd.
400 – 1820 Hamilton Street, Regina SK S4P 2B8

July 13, 2021
File: 111000325
Attention: Jason Ludwig, Direction, Bridge Preservation
Saskatchewan Ministry of Highways
Unit 18 – 3603 Millar Avenue
Saskatoon, SK S7P 0B2
jason.ludwig@gov.sk.ca / 306-536-2304
Dear Jason,
Reference: Targeted Special Access Inspection of 214-51-05A (Old Nipawin Bridge)

INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Old Nipawin Bridge (214-51-05A) carries vehicular and train traffic over the Saskatchewan River in the
town of Nipawin, SK. It was originally constructed in 1930 by the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) making
the bridge 91 years old. The bridge is on the old alignment of Highway 35 and has an ADT of 600. The
bridge is currently posted at 8 tonnes and has a 20 km/hr speed limit due to its horizontal alignment. Torch
River Railway is actively running trains across the bridge for which the loading and frequency is unknown to
Stantec.
During the regularly scheduled detailed visual inspection in 2020, critical defects were observed at 214-5105A, which prompted the need for an enhanced inspection. The enhanced inspection targeted these
elements with critical defects at ‘arms-length’ to supplement the inspection data obtained during the 2020
inspection. The observations from this enhanced inspection will help the Ministry determine if the structure
can safely remain in-service and manage this structure in the future.
Elements identified in the 2020 inspection report to have critical defects were inspected at ‘arms-length’
using rope access techniques. Table 1 provides the list of elements that will be inspected and the scope of
the inspection
Table 1: Scope of Enhanced Inspection
Element

Objective

Concrete Pier
Bearing Seats

Ensure main truss bearings are
adequately supported

Steel Piers
(Gusset plates / rivets,
pier cap, main
compression member,
bracing)

Bottom Chord & Main
Panel Point
Connections
(Between last 2 panel
points in each span)

Determine if defects could
compromise load carrying capacity
Complete hands-on inspection of
bottom chord and panel point
connections to determine if defects
could affect load carrying capacity

Inspection Methodology

Remove loose concrete and sound substrate.
Determine if bearings are being undermined and if
concrete below bearings is sound.
• Look for cracks around connections
• Measure magnitude of out-of-plane bending on
main gusset plates
• Remove pack rust and measure section loss
• Inspect connection between pier cap and girders
• Look for cracks in bottom chord and main panel
point gusset plates
• Inspect rivets on main panel points
• Remove pack rust and measure section loss
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INSPECTION OBSERVATIONS
The inspection was completed from June 9 to 10, 2021. Below is a summary of our inspection findings.
STEEL PIERS
•

There are six Steel Piers that support the two-girder steel superstructure for the approach spans on
either end of the truss.

•

The Steel Piers are supported by the Towers that supporting the truss.

•

The Steel Piers consist of the components shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Steel Pier Components
•

The defects or deterioration observed in these components consisted of out-of-plane bending and
corrosion resulting in pitting (section loss).

•

Two types of out-of-plane bending were observed:
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o

Outward bowing caused by overloading; and

o

Deformations caused pack rust forming between the gusset plates and the clip angles
and/or the gusset plates and the pier cap.

Table 2 summarizes the Steel Pier inspection observations.

Performance
Deficiency

Poor

1, 2

Up to 5mm

Up to 30 mm at
Corners

Up to 6 mm (30% section
loss)

Poor

1, 2

Up to 7 mm

Up to 35 mm at
corners

Up to 9.5 mm and
perforations

Poor

1, 2

0

Up to 40 mm

Pier Cap

Poor

1

N/A

N/A

Members

Poor

1

N/A

N/A

Component

Material
Condition

Table 2: Summary of Steel Pier Inspection Observations

Top
Gusset
Plates at
Tower
Middle
Gusset
Plates at
Tower
Remaining
Gusset
Plates

Out-ofPlane
Bending
(Outward
Bowing)

Out-of-Plane
Bending
(Pack Rust)
Up to 15 mm at
Pier Cap

Corrosion
(Pitting)

Comments
Appear to be cracks
developing on inside face
gusset plates due to
combination of section loss
and out-of-plane bending

Up to 6 mm (30% section
loss)
Up to 7 mm adjacent to
gusset plates
Medium to very severe
corrosion and
perforations throughout
channels and stitch
plates
Up to 4 mm adjacent to
gusset plates

Notes:
1. The Ministry’s inspection standards were used to determine material condition, performance deficiencies, and defect
definitions.
2. Performance Deficiency Code Definitions:
1 – Load Carrying Capacity
2 – Excessive Deformations

The conditions noted for the Top and Middle Gusset Plates at Tower and Pier Cap are considered critical
and urgent action is required. The combination of corrosion (section loss) and out-of-plane bending could
result in a failure of the component. The criticality of these defects is increased due to the lack of
redundancy in the Steel Pier structural system.
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CONCRETE PIERS
•

There are five Concrete Piers that support the truss spanning the river.

•

The piers are mass concrete pier walls that provide support to the truss bearings.

•

Below is a list of the inspection observations:
o

Wide deep cracks between bearings, which appear to have been caused by movement of
the piers.

o

Light scaling progressing to very severe disintegration up to 160 mm deep, which has
exposed welded wire mesh. Disintegration extends up to masonry plates of truss bearings.
Disintegration extends beneath the Span 6 and 11 girder bearings, which are undermined
and appear unstable.

o

Unsound concrete due to freeze thaw damage extending up to and suspected beneath
bearings. Substrate has questionable residual strength based on a hammer sounding of
the affected area.

The condition noted at Span 6 and 11 girder bearings is considered critical and urgent action is required.
The wide deep cracks do not require urgent action but should be investigated and addressed in future
repairs.
BOTTOM CHORDS:
•

There are four main truss spans and the bottom chords are the lower tension element of the truss,
which are considered fracture critical.

•

Below is a list of the inspection observations:
o

Light to severe corrosion. Isolated pitting on top flanges adjacent to stitching plates
extending up to 5 mm in depth. Isolated pitting on webs extending up to 4 mm in depth.

No critical conditions were observed on the bottom chords.
OTHER:
Very severe deterioration was observed on other elements beyond the scope of this inspection as noted
below:
•

Several floor beams in the truss and girder spans have very severe corrosion and perforations in
the web and flanges.

•

The bottom flange of the girders in Span 6 at Pier 6 have out-of-plane bending.

•

Several truss bearings have broken or missing anchor bolts.
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The main truss tower gusset plates have very severe corrosion and perforations.

Detailed inspection observations have been attached to this letter. Critical observations have been
highlighted in yellow or in red text.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The bridge should be closed until the critical conditions noted at the Steel and Concrete Piers are
addressed.
If the Ministry chooses to keep this bridge in-service, an in-depth condition assessment of all elements
should be completed due to the deterioration observed during this inspection and conditions noted in
previous regularly scheduled inspections. This will help ensure all necessary repairs are completed to
preserve public safety.
Regards,
Stantec Consulting Ltd.

Matt Bialowas A.Sc.T.
Associate

Phone: 306 533 1963
matthew.bialowas@stantec.com
Attachments:

Kelvin DeGrow P. Eng.
Second Level Supervisor

Phone: 306 550 7689
kelvin.degrow@stantec.com
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Element Component
Top Gusset
Plates at Tower
Middle Gusset
Plates at Tower
Remaining
Steel
Gusset Plates
Pier 4
Pier Cap

Steel
Pier 5

Steel
Pier 11

Steel
Pier 12

Steel
Pier 13

Steel
Pier 14

Members
Top Gusset
Plates at Tower
Middle Gusset
Plates at Tower
Remaining
Gusset Plates

Enhanced Inspection of 214-51-05A
Steel Pier Inspection Details
Out-of-Plane
Material Performance
Bending
Out-of-Plane Bending
Corrosion
Condition Deficiency (Outward Bowing)
(Pack Rust)
(Pitting)
Other
2 mm at Pier Cap
2 mm adjacent to pier cap and clip
16 mm at Corners
angles
Poor
1, 2
5 mm
2 mm along clip angles
12 mm at corners
7 mm on tower along clip angles
Poor
1, 2
5 mm
7 mm (bottom at
tower)
Up to 25 mm
Poor
1, 2
6 mm
Medium to very severe corrosion
throughout
Poor
1
N/A
N/A
3 mm adjacent to gusset plates
Perforation on stitching plate at
horizontal strut
Poor
1
N/A
N/A
9 mm at Pier Cap
10 mm at Corners
3.5 mm adjacent to pier cap
Poor
1, 2
5 mm
2 mm along clip angles
12 mm at corners
7 mm on tower along clip angles
Poor
1, 2
5 mm
Poor

1, 2

0

Up to 40 mm

Pier Cap
Members
Top Gusset
Plates at Tower
Middle Gusset
Plates at Tower
Remaining
Gusset Plates

Poor
Poor

1
1

N/A
N/A

Poor

1, 2

5 mm

N/A
N/A
10 mm at Pier Cap
25 mm at Corners

Poor

1, 2

7 mm

30 mm at corners

Poor

1, 2

0

Up to 25 mm

Pier Cap
Members
Top Gusset
Plates at Tower
Middle Gusset
Plates at Tower
Remaining
Gusset Plates

Poor
Poor

1
1

N/A
N/A

Poor

1, 2

4 mm

N/A
N/A
8 mm at Pier Cap
25 mm at Corners

Poor

1, 2

6 mm

Up to 2 mm

3 mm along clip angles

Poor

1, 2

0

Up to 10 mm

Pier Cap
Members

Poor
Poor

1
1

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

2 mm along clip angles
5 mm adjacent to gusset plates
Medium to very severe corrosion
throughout
4 mm adjacent to gusset plates

Top Gusset
Plates at Tower
Middle Gusset
Plates at Tower
Remaining
Gusset Plates

Pier Cap
Members
Top Gusset
Plates at Tower
Middle Gusset
Plates at Tower
Remaining
Gusset Plates

Pier Cap
Members

5 mm
Medium to very severe corrosion
throughout
4 mm adjacent to gusset plates
4 mm adjacent to pier cap
7 mm on tower along clip angles
2 mm along clip angles
7 mm on tower along clip angles
4 mm along clip angles
Medium to very severe corrosion
throughout
4 mm adjacent to gusset plates
3 mm adjacent to pier cap and clip
angles

6 mm adjacent to pier cap
5 mm along clip angles
7 mm on tower along clip angles
3 mm along clip angles
8 mm on tower along clip angles

Poor

1, 2

3 mm

10 mm at Pier Cap
20 mm at Corners

Poor

1, 2

6 mm

35 mm at corners

Good

0

0

0

Poor
Good

1
0

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Poor

1, 2

3 mm

15 mm at Pier Cap
30 mm at Corners

0
5 mm adjacent to gusset plates
Medium to very severe corrosion
throughout
0
5 mm adjacent to pier cap
5 mm along clip angles
7 mm on tower along clip angles

Poor

1, 2

6 mm

25 mm at corners

9.5 mm and perforations

Poor

0

0

0

Poor
Poor

1
0

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

1 mm adjacent to pier cap
7 mm adjacent to gusset plates
Medium to very severe corrosion
and perforations throughout.
4 mm adjacent to gusset plates

Appears to be a crack developing
on inside face of west gusset
plate due to a combination of
section loss and out-of-plane

Components were replaced

Components were replaced
Appears to be a crack developing
due to section loss and out-ofplane bending

Components were replaced

Element

Concrete
Pier 6

Concrete
Pier 7

Concrete
Pier 8

Concrete
Pier 9

Concrete
Pier 10

Bottom
Chord

Enhanced Inspection of 214-51-05A
Concrete Pier and Bottom Chord Inspection Details
Material Performance
Condition Deficiency Inspection Observations
- Light scaling progressing to very severe disintegration up to 160 mm deep.
Disintegration extending up to masonry plates of truss bearings. Exposed welded
wire mesh.
- Concrete is disintegrating beneath Span 6 bearings, which are undermined and
appear unstable.
- Unsound concrete due to freeze thaw damage extending up to and suspected
beneath bearings. Substrate has questionable residual strength based on sound.
- Build-up of debris between trusses; therefore, limited inspection
Poor
1
- Wide deep crack between LHS bearings.
- Light scaling progressing to very severe disintegration (exposed welded wire
mesh)
- Unsound concrete due to freeze thaw damage extending up to and suspected
Poor
1
- Wide deep crack between LHS bearings.
- Light scaling progressing to very severe disintegration up to 125 mm deep.
Disintegration extending up to masonry plates of bearings. Exposed welded wire
mesh.
- Unsound concrete due to freeze thaw damage extending up to and suspected
beneath bearings. Substrate has questionable residual strength based on sound.
- Build-up of debris between trusses; therefore, limited inspection
Poor
1
- Wide deep crack between LHS bearings.
- Light scaling progressing to very severe disintegration up to 125 mm deep.
Disintegration extending up to masonry plates of bearings. Exposed welded wire
mesh.
- Unsound concrete due to freeze thaw damage extending up to and suspected
beneath bearings. Substrate has questionable residual strength based on sound.
- Build-up of debris between trusses; therefore, limited inspection
Poor
1
- Light scaling progressing to very severe disintegration up to 125 mm deep.
Disintegration extending up to masonry plates of truss bearings. Exposed welded
wire mesh.
- Concrete is disintegrating beneath Span 11 bearings, which are undermined
and appear unstable.
- Unsound concrete due to freeze thaw damage extending up to and suspected
beneath bearings. Substrate has questionable residual strength based on sound.
- Build-up of debris between trusses; therefore, limited inspection
Poor
1
≈2% Poor
≈10% Fair
- Light to severe corrosion. Isolated pitting on top flanges adjacent to stitching
≈88%
plates extending up to 5 mm in depth. Isolated pitting on webs extending up to 4
Good
mm in depth.
0

Ministry of Highways Cost Estimate
Description

Replace Approach Spans
Repair Approach Spans
and Superstructure

Estimated Capital Cost including slope
$13,000,000 - $17,000,000 $50,000,000 - $60,000,000
rehabilitation cost
Estimated Annual Maintenance Cost

$75,000

$50,000

Approximate useful Life

10 years

75 years

